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A novel featuring the high-tech fixing of major golf tournaments …

The secret plot to save America
Washed-up golfer Matt Thurman dreams of returning to the PGA
circuit. Instead, he sinks from caddy to fugitive. While investigating the fixing of PGA tournaments, Department of Justice attorney
Espy Harper unearths a plot of draconian consequences.
These unlikely partners plunge deep into America’s past, discovering
a brotherhood of direct descendants of the Continental Army. And
cross into the paranormal with the supernatural discoveries of Edward Leedskalnin, who single-handedly built America’s Stonehenge.
From coast to coast to a members-only Bahamian island, Cincinnatus is a fast-paced
read combining real and fictional characters and places across the country. This unique
breakthrough novel has dual covers to represent major elements of this adventure.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

From Rusty McClure and David Stern, authors of The New
York Times bestselling Crosley: Two Brothers and a Business
Empire that Transformed the Nation, comes Cincinnatus, a
riveting dramatic tale full of intrigue, murder, and lost love
that will leave readers breathless.
Weaving together the historical antecedents of a
Roman Consul who leaves his home to save the Republic
and a high ranking officer of the Continental Army
who forms a secret society to preserve the ideals of the
American Revolution, Cincinnatus drives forward with
verve and daring.
The modern-day plot starts with washed-up pro golfer
Matt Thurman who hopes to return to the PGA circuit.
Instead, he finds himself framed for murder. Espy Harper,
a Department of Justice attorney, wants to solve a mystery
involving fixing of golf tournaments. Instead, she uncovers a
Draconian plot with world-changing consequences. Together
they race to find answers before it’s too late—for them and
for the country.
The plot also leads them to a supernatural realm and
the discoveries of a Latvian immigrant named Edward
Leedskalnin, who in the 1920s single-handedly built what
has come to be called America’s Stonehenge — Coral
Castle. Ed’s architectural wonder, along with his greatest
discovery — anti-gravity — pulls in one of the richest men
of the roaring twenties who sends his brother on a mercy
mission to south Florida.
These tangential real people, real places and real
organizations become central elements to the plot of the
novel Cincinnatus … when a washed up caddy and a
high profile Department of Interior attorney are thrown
together as partners, by bizarre circumstances. Forced to
uncover the connections between these real places, secret
societies, people and organizations, Matt and Espy put
their lives in harm’s way to protect America.
Visit www.cincinnatusbook.com for more information.
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The real-life stars of CROSLEY, a New York Times bestseller and a highly
acclaimed biography make an extraodinary return in this unique novel.
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